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Beautiful Beginnings
Villa Ciardi is a historic residence and
luxury reception room in Puglia
among the most beautiful and
fascinating villas in the province of
Bari and Bat, which has also joined the
group of the most beautiful historic
Apulian residences. Entering the
luxurious villa, you perceive a pleasant
sense of space and brightness. The
structure extends into a centuries-old
park with centuries-old trees
surrounding the majestic noble villa
that over the centuries has welcomed
illustrious guests.

@villa_ciardi

@villaciardi



SALONE DI
CRISTALLO

Architectural structure of excellence, modern and
elegant, is characterized by the extreme lightness and
transparency of the crystal walls that offer a unique
view, in continuous interchange between the internal
perception, the suggestive citrus grove on one side
and the spectacular swimming pool on the other. .
This modern and elegant property stands brilliant in
the sunlight and magical in the evening headlights.
The project, although inspired by restaurants with a
view of the great European cities, was strongly desired
to give shape to a space that could dialogue with the
historic home.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Lunch , dinner , dj and live music. 

130-400 GUEST

WHAT WE DO BEST:
Special inside principal  lunch or stylish inside
principal dinner. 

- Sophisticated -



GIARDINO SUL
LAGO

Liberty pavilion of 500 square meters, overlooking the
lake, with iron structure, pillars with cast iron
decorations, beams and arches with wrought iron
decorations, recalls the Parisian stations. The flower
boxes placed around the perimeter act as hot and cold
air conditioners: they are positioned inside the typical
Paris bistros. The dome-shaped roof is clad in copper
and the central skylights are made of shatterproof
glass.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Lunch , dinner , dj and live music. 

40-400 GUEST

WHAT WE DO BEST:
Special inside principal  lunch or stylish inside
principal dinner. 

- White Elegance - 



BORDO PISCINA
- Just Cool -

The aperitif or the end of the party by the pool allows
you to appreciate, reflected in the mirror of water,
that look that made you fall in love.

A wedding table surrounded by flowery green,
sparkling lights and reflected stars in the pool.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Aperitif, lunch , dinner , dj and live music. 

40-250 GUEST

WHAT WE DO BEST:
Aperitif, dj and love music, dinner, cocktail, cutting
of the cake and fireworks.



SALONI DEI
PRINCIPI

- Just Cool -

The great Salone dei Principi is the location of Villa
Ciardi designed for majestic and refined private
parties in Bari and its province. The Salone is the
result of a painstaking restoration of the pre-existing
structure, of which it still retains the ancient
colonnades, now embellished by the total covering in
soft pearl leather panels.
The Salone dei Principi is also an ideal location for
intimate weddings and receptions, with tables in the
spectacular imperial style

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Lunch , dinner , dj and live music. 

30-250 GUEST

WHAT WE DO BEST:
Special inside principal  lunch or stylish inside
principal dinner. 



CORTE NOBILE

The area in front of the structure, with chianche and
English lawn, offers the possibility of carrying out the
entire reception, hosting up to 500 guests.

The cutting of the cake here is made suggestive by the
fireworks that rise to the sky from the structure: your
guests will be captivated!

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Only for evening events aperitif , cocktail reception ,
dinner , dj and live music.  

WHAT WE DO BEST:
Breath-taking dinners around the grand garden an
under the stars. 

30-500 GUEST

"Già Baroni Milazzi"

- Elegant -



BORGO
CURTOPASSI

- Emotional -

It is a fabulous “Borgo” where you can carry out the
evening reception, or just the cake cut with a large
buffet of fruit and desserts enhanced by lights and
colors.

The elegant porch frames your most important
moments and collects the emotions of your guests.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Only for evening events aperitif , cocktail , dinner , dj
and love music.  

WHAT WE DO BEST:
Breath-taking dinners around the grand garden under
the stars, cutting of the cake and fireworks.

30-500 GUEST


